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Custom Colours

An endless range of stock 
and custom background 
and accent colours to 
match your decor.

Tinted Glass

Bronze, grey, and green 
tinted glass faces are also 
available.

Frosted Glass

Sandblasted glass faces  
can create a frosted 
frame look or be used to 
add logos and text to the 
glass.

Bevelled Edges

Adding extra finely crafted 
details such as gentled 
rounded bevels or sharp 45 
degree chamfer bevels. 

3D Lettering

Both inset and raised 
3D lettering in any font 
you need - even custom 
signature fonts. 

Design Options

You can choose from a number of design options to 
create your directory signs that will customize the look 
and feel to match the aesthetics of your property. Your 
directory sign is the first sign people see and we will help 
you make the best first impression possible.

Directory Examples

One of the most popular features of our directories is to include your full colour logo 
and branding as the Property Manager. We also make it easy to change tenant listings 
to ensure your directory is always up to date as tenants come an go. Simply send us 
the unit number and new tenant listing, we provide you with a proof, and then make 
the necessary updates.



Complete Commercial Sign 
Packages for Office Buildings
Tenant directories with matching tenant door 
plates, hallway wayfinding signs, elevator and 
no smoking signs, and other essential building 
and property signs.
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Tenant Door Signs

Over time, commercial buildings can suffer 
from “sign creep”.

As tenants come and go, and each one adds 
their own custom sign to their doors and 
entranceways, the whole building starts to 
look cluttered. It starts to look unprofessional 
and messy.

We make tenant signs that match each 
other, and match all the other signs in your 
building. And changing tenant name plates 
is easy and cost effective.

Hallway Wayfinding Signs

Help your visitors find their way through your 
building quickly and effectively.

Part of our custom sign system is to help 
you identify strategic points in corridors, 
stairwells, and other common areas where 
wayfinding signs should be placed to aid 
your visitors in navigating your building.

We can also build custom wayfinding 
signs to help visitors find your key anchor 
tenants, with their logos, design criteria, and 
corporate colours.

Elevator & No Smoking Signs

In addition to the most common signs for 
commercial buildings, like directories and 
tenant signs, you often need, elevator signs, 
no-smoking signs, and sometimes custom 
sign types specifically for your property.

This is where our in-house construction and 
customization really shines.

Signs BC can build any type of sign you 
need for your building, and we can make 
it to match the theme and design detail of 
all your signs. This gives you a truly elegant 
solution.

Braille Compliant Signs

Signs BC is one of the only sign shops in 
British Columbia qualified to make compliant 
braille and tactile signs.

For all your building’s common areas where 
braille and tactile signs are required, we 
can build you a variety of unique signs that 
comply in their design, construction, and 
materials with regulatory requirements for 
the visually impaired. 

And with all our braille signs, we can add 
key design elements so they fit in with the 
design theme of all your other signs.

Glass Door Entrances

A glass door entrance is often one of the first 
impressions a visitor gets when they visit 
your building.

With our full colour vinyl printing and cutting 
technology, we can design full colour 
window graphics for you that make that first 
impression the best it can be.

From logos to photo-realistic pictures and 
custom fonts ... anything you can imagine, 
we can print and apply. And if all you  need 
is simple white vinyl address numbers, we 
can do that too.

Directories

One of the most important signs in every 
multi-tenant building is the directory sign.

Our custom-built lobby directories make 
it easy and affordable to change tenant 
listings. Just give us a call and we will send 
you an updated plate or make an install a 
new plate for you.

You get an endless variety of customization 
options, and a simple system that can be 
updated quickly and easily. And of course, 
we can build many types of matching signs 
throughout your building.


